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ABSTRACT

A closed correlation for vaporization time of discrete liquid droplet in
film boiling region has been derived analytically and verified with
experimental data. The heat conduction through the vapor layer to a
single droplet in spheroid with flat bottom is performed. First, we
deduced analytically an expression for the thickness ofvapor layer
under the droplet by solving the equations of momentum, energy
balance at interface and balance of static forces exerting on the
droplet simuitaneously. Then the rate of droplet diameter decrement
and evaporation time estimated by using the energy balance
considering the heat required of complete evaporation equivalent
heat conduction to the droplet. The droplet liquid includes water
and various pure hydrocarbon fuels such as heptane, decane and
hexadecane with droplet sizes ranging from 0.05 to 2 mm. The
temperature of hot wall varying from. 80 to 500 oC cover the heat
transfer characteristics of nucleate, transition and film boiling
regions. The maximum evaporation rate of the liquid droplet occurs
at 30 - 60 oC above the boiling temperature for water and pure
fuels. Also, the minimum evaporation rate (Leidenfrost temperature)
occurs at 160 oC above boiling temperature for water and 70 - 90 oC
above the boiling temperature for heptane, decane and hexadecane.
The procedure we proposed predicts the droplet vaporization time in
film boiling region fairly well.

Keywords: Leidenfrost Temperature, Droplet Evaporation, Droplet
Diameter Decrement, Evaporation Heat Transfer, Film
Boiling Region.

INTRODUCTION

Droplet impact cooling is a promisingtechnology with potential applications in
high-power solid state electronics, materials
processing, aerospace flight, and energy
conversion. Droplet evaporation upon heated
surface at temperature above boiling point
involves heat transfer in different modes. An
importantaspect in calculating the rate of heat
released from a heated metal surface is to
account of the heat transfer to a single droplet
during the cooling process. In spray cooling
process of heated surface, the heat transfer
characteristics have three distinctive regions
according to the surface temperature, that is
the regions associated with nucleate,
transition and film boiling [1-3]. Most previous
Investigators studied the mechanism of heat
transfer between heated metal surface and
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liquid droplet as two parallel conductances.
The vapor outguessing beneath a droplet in
film boiling region is assumed to resemble
fully developed laminar flowbetween parallel
plates. Baumeister et al. [4-6] studied
theoretically and experimentally the mass
evaporation rates and overall heat transfer
coefficient for water droplet which are
supported 0y their own superheated vapor
upon a flat heated plate. The water droplet in
film boiling region is assumed to have a flat
disk geometry with a uniform vapor gap
between the droplet, forming an insulating
layer between the droplet and heated surface
[7-8). Baumeister et al. [6]have summarized
the relation between the shape and the
dimensionless volume of droplet in film boiling
region and reviewed in the previous report [I).
For small droplet, do5,3 (mm), the
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dimensionless volume v·~0.8 and
dimensionless bottom area A'=1.81V' is
rearranged in dimensional form. The radius of
the flat bottom as a function of the initial
droplet diameter is obtained as Ib = 0.612 do.
The comparison between Baumeister's
correlation and experimental data are made.
Many discrepancies for droplet vaporization
time and heat flux are found between the
prediction and the experimental data
especially for small droplets.

Emmerson [9] studied experimentally the
effect of surface material and pressure on
evaporation time of discrete droplet in film
boiling region. Much attention was made to
the wettability and thermal diffusivity of
surface as to heat transfer characteristics. The
evaporation time is reduced as the pressure is
increased, and Leidenfrost temperature
increases with pressure. The Leidenfrost
temperature varies with pressure in a way
peculiar to any given material of heating
surface and no single correlation with
pressure can embrace all surface materials
whatever their roughness. The evaporation
characteristics of water in fuel emulsion
droplets in film boiling on a heated surface are
studied experimentally [10,11). Preferential
vaporization of either fuel or water can occur
from an evaporating water-in-fue1 emulsion
droplet. For heptane water emulsions, heptane
was preferentially evaporated from the
droplets, whereas for water decane emulsions,
water prevaporization occurs before decane.
The results also show that the droplet
evaporation rate decreases, and the total
droplet evaporation time increases with
increasing water content. The maximum heat
transfer rate occurs at 50 - 60°C above the
boiling temperature for all pure liquids and the
Leidenfrost heat transfer rate (beginning of
film boiling region) occurs at about 120°C for
pure fuel and 180 °Cfor water above boiling
temperature at atmospheric pressure. The
maximum evaporation rate can significantly
exceed the buming rate for fuel droplet [11].
The droplet evaporation and the heat transfer
rate from the heated surface in nucleate and
transition boiling regions have been
investigated experimentally [12]. Efforts are
focused on the use of much larger liquid

droplets in the cooling system to demonstrates
the possibility of obtaining sustained,
reasonably high heat fluxes with thicker films
at moderates surface superheating. Li et al.
[13] studied the combustion characteristics
and buming rate of four energetic fuel
droplets. They concluded that the high
energy-density fuel does not automatically
imply that it is fast buming, and that it must
also possess desirable combustion
characteristics, especially minimal sooting
formation, before it can be considered for use
as ajet fuel.

The objective of the present study is to
develop a closed correlation for vaporization
time of small droplet in film boiling region.
Also modify the thickness of vapor layer under
the droplet and heated surface as a function of
droplet diameter, surface temperature, liquid
hydrodynamic variables and the vapor thermal
prbperties. Both the validity and limitation of
correlation are experimentally examined at
various liquid droplet sizes and surface
superheating.

HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS OF SINGLE
DROPLET

Model of Droplet Evaporation
The heat transfer analysis of single droplet

in film boiling region is based on the model
shown in Figure 1. The droplet is nearly
spherical and floating on the heat transfer
surface in spheroid upon couch of vapor layer.
A thin vapor layer insulates the lower face of
the droplet with minimum thickness and the
heat is transferred by conduction through this
vapor layer.
The followingassumptions are made.
1. • No evaporation takes place before the

droplet reaches the surface.
2. The time necessary for starting

evaporation and changing shape from
spherical to spheroid is negligible in
comparison with the total lifetime of
droplet.

3. The direct contact heat transfer between
liquid and heat transfer surf~ce is
negligible.

4. The radiation heat transfer from the
heating surface to the lower and upper
faces of the droplet and mass diffusion
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z

(5)
f( d )2 (d )2 (n _ 2 )2rb c: ~! 2" - 2" -n- = 0.466<1

The droplet shape can be simplified to
spheroid with flat bottom as shown in Figure
2.

The radius of projection segment area
(bottom contact area) which heat is
transferred by conduction is,

from droplet are small compared with
evaporation :~atethrough the vapor layer
under the droplet.

Heat Transfer Swface

I'Igure 1 Model of droplet evaporation in film boiling
region.

The geometric relationships of droplet in
sphericalshape are

r
Heat Transfer Surface

The heat transferred to the drople t by
conduction through the vapor layer under
the dropletas follows:

k kv
qc= f _v (Tw-Ts)=-(Tw -Ts) (2)

Ap 8(8) 8rn

Where,the average thickness ofvapor layer
under the droplet defined as,

d
0(0) = 00 + -(1- cose)

2

r = .9.sin8, dr = icose de
2 2

(1)

Figure 2 Droplet evaporation in spheroid with flat
bottom.

The momentum balance considering to
the vapor layer under the droplet with
constant thickness as [7, 8],

(6)

The boundary conditions for vapor radial
velocity, temperature and pressure under
the droplet are

Equation 6 may be integrated assuming no
slip at the vapor boundaries Equation [7]to

The average radial velocity of the vapor
underneath the droplet is, (9)

1 dp (2 _ )u =---- z -zO
2J.lv dr m

(8)

(7)

Z=O,Om

r=Ib, 0 $ z $ Om

z=o
Z=Om

u=O at
P=po at
T=f(z)= Twat
T=f(z)=Ts at

(4)

le le( d }
0m= - fo8(e)de = - fo 80 + -(1- cose) e (3)8 e 2

The integration of the above relation from e =
o to n/2 yields,
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1 15

U =-rmudz
m 8 Jom

2 ( )

Om dpu =----
ID 12f.!v dr

(9)

the radiation heat to the lower surface and,
QR2, the radiation heat to the upper surface.
The evaporation rate m! from the lower
surface and diffusion rate m2 from the
upper surface are equal to the heat
transferred to the droplet as follows,

Substitution of Equation 9 into Equation 10
yields,

The integration using boundaries Equation
7 giving the pressure distribution as,

(16)

• The radiation heat fluxes to the lower
and upper faces of the droplet and mass
diffusion rate are examined. The value of
total radiation heat to the droplet at 300°C
is found about 5.4 % of evaporation heat
and the diffusion heat may less than 1 %.
So the contribution of radiation and
diffusion heat are neglected in this study.
Thereafter, the heat transferred from the
heated surface through the vapor layer
causes the evaporation rate and decreases
the droplet radius. Setting 10 = 0.466d in
Equation 10 and Equation 14 yields the
heat transfer rate to the droplet. The energy
balance of a small droplet at the interface is
given by

(10)

(11)

(12)

6JlykyLlTsup
- dp = \ 4 rdr

PyL'om

For small cylinder with radius r and
height Om, the evaporation rate is equal to
the heat conduction through vapor layer
under the droplet, (energy balance at
interface)

The static balance of forces upon the droplet
yields,

(17)

Where, L\ is the vaporization heat, which
the vapor in the film between droplet and
heated surface is assumed superheated to a
temperature halfway between saturation
temperature and surface temperature,

Where, er = 0.41 is the area correction
factor and defined as the ratio between the
flat bottom area and the lower face of the
droplet. After rearranging, Equation 16
yields,

(13)

(14)

With integrating the above equation, we
obtains the thickness of the vapor layer
under the droplet as,

The droplet energy balance involves, Qc, the
heat conduction from the vapor layer, QRl,
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surface temperature, surface material, vapor
and liquid properties. In the nucleate
boiling region, the droplet spreads upon the
surface forming liquid film which wetted the
heat transfer surface, and takes very short
time for complete evaporation (direct contact
heat transfer). In the transition region,
unstable thin vapor layer exists under the
droplet, and the droplet shrinks to spheroid
shape. In film boiling region, the vapor layer
becomes stable and isolates the droplet
bottom area from the heat transfer surface.
With increasing the surface temperature,
the droplet shrinks more until becomes
nearly spherical except the bottom contact
area and the droplet vaporization time
becomes large. The correlation of
vaporization time, Equation 23, must still be
validated by means of a comparison with
experimental results.

(20)

(21)

dt = -\jIR 0,25 dR

Where,

ubstituting Equation 15 into Equation 17,
we obtain a relationship between time
decrementand droplet radius as follows,

Rearranging the above relationship, we
obtain,

The integration of Equation 20 for small
interval time gives the change of droplet
radiusas,

The droplet radius decrement with time
and total vaporization time can be
calculated theoretically from Equations 22
and 23. The droplet radius decrement and
totalvaporizationtime are very sensitive to

Also the integration of Equation 20 from
initial droplet radius, Ra, until the droplet
disappears(completeevaporation) yields the
vaporizationtime. So the vaporization time
of small droplet in film boiling region is
derivedas,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Comparison between Theoretical Model
and Experiments

Such a comparison is shown in Figure 3
for results related to water, decane,
hexadecane and heptane data. As seen in
Figure 3, the correlation of droplet
vaporization time in film boiling region,
(Equation 23), reproduce well the
experimental data [10, 11] for various
liquids at certain droplet sizes. It was found
that the available experimental water data
are predicted with an accuracy of less than
±2% for droplet size less than 1 mm and
±15% for droplet size from 1 to 2 mm. The
comparison is very closed between
prediction by the proposed model and
experiments for decane data with droplet
size less than 0.5 mm. Also for hexadecane
and hepta!"~edata, the prediction is very
closed to experiments for small droplet size
less than 0.5 mm with an accuracy of less
than ±20%, and such an agreement
confirms the validity of the proposed model.

(22)

(23)

__ ~ (R1.25 _ R1.25)M - 2 1
1.25
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Figure 3 Comparison between prediction and experim~ntal data for droplet evaporation time.

Temporal Variation of Droplet Diameter
Table 1 shows the comparison between the

experimental data of vaporization time at
certain surface temperature and droplet
diameter [10], and the prediction by
correlation of 'rev. For water, the average
deviation between experimental and
calculated data is ±6%, but for heptane and
decane data are ±4.53% and ±11.7%
respectively. The effect of droplet size and
surface temperature on the evaporation time
of Equation 22 is shown in Figures 4 to 6. The
vaporization time decreases with increasing
surface superheating and increased with
increasing droplet size. It is evident that the
contact area between the droplet and hot

surface has decreased as the vaporization time
also decreased. The variation of droplet
diameter throughout the vaporization time has
been examined by Equations 20 to 22 and
compared with experimental data. For the
water data in Figure 4, the predicted
qualitative trends for the variation of droplet
size show the best agreement with
experimental data. For heptane data presented
in Figure 5, the prediction is very satisfactory,
but for decane data, which illustrated in
Figure 6, some discrepancies were obtained
especially at the end of vaporization time upon
the heated surface. The discrepancy between
prediction and experiment for decane data
m~y be due to the effect of droplet explosion at
the end of vaporization time and droplet
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Figure 8 Comparison between prediction and experi
mental data for hexadecane droplet evapo
ration time.

increasing surface superheating. Also, the
density and thermal properties of vapor are
varying with increasing surface superheating
above boiling temperature.

215

, I
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Comparison between prediction and experi
mental data for decane droplet decrement.
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Figure 6

Total Vaporization Time in Spheroid State
Figures 7 to 9 show typical experimental

data for vaporization time of water,
hexadecane and heptane as a function of
surface temperature, droplet size and
hydrodynamic properties of vapor and liquid
[11]. The comparison between prediction by
Equation 23 and experimental data is fairly
well for small droplet size. For water data as
shown in Figure 7, at large droplet from 1 - 2
mm, the prediction results are less than the
experiments because the droplet may not in
spheroid state and the explosion of the vapor
layer under the droplet is occurred. Figures 8
and 9 show the prediction by Equation 23 and
experimental data of hexadecane and heptane.
Qualitatively the shapes of the prediction
curves are not similar to the experiment
because the rapid local boiling at the liquid
solid interfaces which causes droplet
distortion and ultimately disintegration. The
result of the disintegration of droplet is almost
instantaneous evaporation and the slope of
curves is not the same. The effect of droplet
size and type of fuel on vaporization time are
illustrated in Figures. 8 and 9. The
vaporization time decreased in film boiling
region with increasing surface superheating.
This is to be expected because the
contribution of radiation heat increases with
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attained the minimum at Leidenfrost
temperature of 160 - 180 DC above boiling
temperature for water and 70 - 90 DC for
hexadecane and heptane. The maximum heat
transfer rate to the droplet basically depends
on the transient heating time of the droplet
residing on the heated surface. to be heated to
the boiling temperature. Since the boiling
temperature of hexadecane (284 DC) is much
higher than heptane and water, therefore
Leidenfrost temperature is also lower resulting
in lower heat flux to the droplet at different
size. For smaller droplets where droplets can
bounce ten or more diameters from the
surface, thus heat transfer rate increases with
in~reasing droplet size. For hexadecane
droplet, the Leidenfrost temperature is about
380 DC, that is much higher than heptane,
which is at about 180 DC, therefore radiation
heat transfer to hexadecane droplet is higher.
So the surface superheating which the
maximum and minimum heat transferred from
the heated surface the heptane droplet is
higher than hexadecane.

Figure 10
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Figures10to 12 show the dependence of heat
transferrate, q, on the surface superheating
and initial droplet size for water, hexadecane
andheptane.Similarto the conventional trend
of poolboiling curve, the data demonstrate
three distinctive regions can be recognized,
namely,the region associated with nucleate,
transition and film boiling. At minimum
vaporizationtime, the droplet takes very short
time for complete evaporation and the heat
transfer rate reaches maximum at surface
temperature 50 60 DC above boiling
temperaturefor water and 20 - 40°C for
hexadecaneand heptane as shown in Figure
13.Alsoas is shown, the heat transfer rate

,-..
~ 0.8
C/l'-'

Droplet Heat Transfer Rate
In the present work, the average heat

transferrate from the heated surface to the
dropletin spheroid shape can be expressed as,

00
o 100 200 300 400 500

TwC°C)
FIgure 9 Comparison between prediction and expeli

mental data of l1eptane droplet evaporation
time.
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CONCLUSION
An analytical model has been developedto

predict the droplet vaporization time in film
boiling region that are supported by their own
superheated vapor over a flat heated surface.
The liquid droplet is assumed to be of a

spheroid shape with a uniform vapor gap
beneath the droplet and the droplet bottomis
at saturation temperature. The evaporation
takes place uniformly beneath the droplet. For
steady-state laminar incompressible flow,the
mdmentum equation with inertia terms
neglected, the mass balance and the energy
balance at interface are solved simultaneously
to obtain the vaporization time of the droplet.
The change of droplet diameter throughout
evaporation is calculated and tested with the
experimental data. The prediction is more
satisfactory for water and heptane data but for
decane data, some discrepancies were found.
The droplet vaporization time is estimated by
correlation of rev, and the comparison between
the experimental data and prediction is fairly
well. The maximum heat transfer rate, which
can significantly exceed the value of burning
droplet occurs at 50 - 60°C above the boiling
temperature for water and 20 - 40 °Cfor fuels.
The Leidenfrost heat transfer rate occurs at
about 160 - 180°C for water above the boiling
temperature and 70 - 90°C for fuels.
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heptane droplet.
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NOMENCLATURE

A' Dimensionless bottom area [-]
Cl Area correction factor [-]
Cp Specific heat [j/ (kg. K)
d Droplet diameter [m]
hlg Heat of vaporization [j/kg]
G Gravity acceler-ation [m/ S2}

L\ Modified latent heat [j/kg]
m Evaporation rate [kg/ s]
P Pressure [N/ m2}
QR Radiation heat transfer [W]
Q Droplet heat flux [W]
R Droplet radius [m]
1'b Radius of droplet bottom [m]
r Horizontal axis [m]
T Temperature [DC]

~Tsup Surface superheating, Tw-Ts, [K]
1\ Thickness of vapor layer [m]
u Vapor velocity [m/s]
V Droplet volume [m3]
Z Vertical axis [m]
K Thermal conductivity [W/ (m. K)]
11 Viscosity [Pa. s]
e Angle [0]

p Density [kg/m3]
< Time [s]
<e. Vaporization time [sI

Subscripts
0; Initial, environment
1; Droplet lower face
2: Droplet upper face
c: Conduction
L : Liquid
m: Mean
S: Saturation
V: Vapor
w: Wall
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